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REMINISCENCES AND FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 
ARMY SERVICE 

BY AMLTJA L. SMITH, R.N. 

To be of some personal service to my country, to accomplish some- 
thing in defense of our glorious flag, has been a lifelong desire. It 
has been one of the "long, long thoughts of youth," extending through 
many years, and when obstacles were cleared away so that it became 
possible to see that desire fulfilled, every effort was made to accom- 
plish the long cherished ambition. It was hoped that some way might 
be found by which I might be sent to the front, but when the oppor- 
tunity was given me to work near home, it was regarded as "a call 
to arms," and I gladly responded, arriving at Camp Devens through 
the fog and rain and mud of a chilly fall evening, the tenth of October, 
1917. Eleven other nurses were here, having arrived at intervals all 
that day. We were the advance guard of many more to follow. 

The nurses' quarters were prepared for occupation only so far 
as sleeping accommodations were concerned, and partially equipped 
lavatories. But even so, we were greatly impressed by the gigantic 
tasks accomplished in the camp in a miraculously short time, and sur- 
prised at the commodious and comfortable quarters designed for us. 
We could see great possibilities in our new home, and only ordinary 
powers of imagination were required to realize that in a short time 
our convenience, comfort and general welfare would be amply and 
generously provided for, with comforts and even luxuries which, I 
am sure, were never before realized in an army camp. We had ex- 
pected and were prepared for deprivations, but shortly found our- 
selves enjoying all the conveniences of home. 

Having at first no dining room equipment, and no supplies or help 
in the kitchen, we were assigned to the officers' mess for our meals. 
To this place I was conducted, after having reported to the Command- 
ing Officer, as it was about time for dinner. Here were all the other 
nurses assembled who had arrived that day. I was expecting to meet 
the Chief Nurse to whom I was to report for duty, and I felt some- 
what surprised that she did not greet me as I entered, a stranger, 
out of the damp, chilly night. "Taking my courage in my hand," I 
stepped forward and proclaimed that I was looking for the Chief 
Nurse. "So are we all," responded eleven voices as one. Then fol- 
lowed introductions and explanations and I was adopted into the 
circle. But we were as "sheep without a shepherd." Through some 
delay of trains the Chief Nurse, on her way from California, did not 
arrive as soon as expected. 
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I have often wondered what the true feelings of the officers must 
have been to have their sacred precincts thus invaded by a company of 
women, as yet without occupation or organization. But if any felt 
annoyance they surely concealed it and gave us a most cordial and 
courteous welcome. The large open fire in one corner of the entrance 
room, sent out a most genial glow and grateful warmth as we came in 
out of the crisp air of the frosty October morning, or the cold, damp 
air of the evening. Its glowing heat reminded us of the faraway 
homes of our care-free life, and we were always welcomed to the 
coziest corners. 

It was something of a shock, at first, and seemed slightly in- 
congruous, that the conveyance from quarters to where we took our 
meals should be an ambulance. We would almost rather go through 
the rain and mud (and so become fit subjects for an ambulance) than 
to yield ourselves to it while we were still sound in body and limb. That 
impulse was of very short duration, however, for we very soon came 
to take pride in our chariot, and to feel a sense of proprietorship. 
Was it not of the Red Cross and were not we of the same order? It 
was fitting that any Red Cross conveyance should proudly be accepted 
as our carriage of state. Later on, by order of the Commanding 
Officer, an ambulance was assigned to the nurses for a short time each 
day to convey them to Ayer, that thriving mart of commerce, that they 
might be enabled to make such purchases as every woman finds es- 
sential. What bustle and excitement as we prepared for this trip in 
the ambulance! How we feared it would get off without us and what 
a tragedy that would be, especially when the occasion was festive, 
like a basketball game, or a play at Liberty Theatre! What narrow 
escapes from being impaled upon the hooks! This calamity has never 
occurred, but those terrible hooks were menacing, and the imagina- 
tion can easily picture the dire possibilities of an accident. Surely 
the excitement and flourish of the starting and arrival of the stage 
coach of our grandfather's day could never rival our own advent in 
the chugging, puffing noisiness of the vehicles of our own time. Not 
even the horn was missing to proclaim our progress. 

Twelve nurses, the first contingent, arrived at Camp Devens the 
tenth of October, and we vain-gloriously styled ourselves to others, 
as they came straggling in, as "The Original Twelve." We almost 
thought we were as important in our mission, and as necessary to the 
success of the cause, as were the "Original Thirteen" around which, 
and from which, our glorious country was built up, but we had our 
Waterloos still to meet, and we now humbly realize that each is only 
one in one hundred and twenty-three. 

Our pleasantest reminiscences cluster around those first weeks, 
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Reminiscences and First Impressions 

while we were still few, having the same experiences, the same diffi- 
culties, the same hopes and fears. We drew nearer together in those 
days, and knew each other better. We felt that we had a nearer 
claim upon the Chief Nurse when she came, than had those who ar- 
rived later. Those were the days and evenings of sitting around the 
kitchen fire, our only source of heat, and discussing our experiences, 
giving voice to our conjectures, our wonderment, huddling together 
and getting acquainted. 'Twas there we gave expression to our fears 
and dread of the new service, and the hope that we might be success- 
ful, to the determination to make our work, as a whole, so indispensa- 
ble that its value would be recognized. Here we gathered around our 
Chief Nurse to listen to words of instruction and guidance, as from 
one who had had many years of experience in Army Hospitals and 
methods. As we listened to words of help and elucidation, we felt as 
must the pupils of the olden time, "sitting at the feet of Gamaliel." 
We have thus been guided into more comprehensive lines of thought 
and action, and educated into Army ways and methods, so that now 
we are considering ourselves quite seasoned campaigners, and hope 
we shall be able to do acceptable work, and meet emergencies 
wherever the exigencies of the service may need our ministrations. 

The work in the cantonment hospitals, the daily routine, differs 
little from that which obtains in civilian institutions. The same dis- 
eases, surgical, medical and contagious are cared for here much in the 

Barracks, Camp Devens, Mass. 
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same manner as in the hospitals where we were trained. Probably 
there are proportionally no more accidents and emergencies here than 
in the ordinary general hospital of civil life. The conditions, however, 
differ in many respects, and we have to adapt ourselves to many new 
ways; but the differences would be hard to define in a lucid manner 
in a short paper like this. 

We see little of the military life of the camp; probably less than 
visitors who come for inspection purposes. An occasional company 
of soldiers passes the quarters on its way to the drill grounds, or 
sometimes on our walks we catch a glimpse of a company performing 
some military evolutions. We are too far away to hear the bugle calls. 
Sometimes, through the still, morning air, the sound of the reveille 
becomes audible, and the tones of trumpets, as the flag is raised or 
lowered, sound sweet in the distance. To see the flag flung to the 
breeze is always an inspiring sight; and what a sense of gladness and 
joy it brings to realize that, as yet, it is unmolested. When it comes 
down at sunset, a prayer instinctively rises from the heart that never 
a day may dawn whose sunrise does not greet the glorious emblem of 
our nation floating in majestic beauty over a land dedicated to free- 
dom, justice and honor. 

We, of the Red Cross Army Reserve, having answered the call 
of the nations in their great need, have no object in view but to 
serve where the need is greatest, well knowing that for us there are 
no honors save those which come from the consciousness of duty well 
done, there is no scramble for advancement or preferment; but only 
the desire to accomplish the tasks, great or small, given us to do, in 
the best possible manner; that by so doing we may help to save a life, 
or restore to health one who has given himself for the service of our 
beloved country, and to the saving of a great principle in the re- 
establishment of the nations. We ask all who may, perchance, glance 
through these reminiscences to come into the ranks and help us. 
There is a great need; the slaughter is terrific; the world is in travail; 
there is a woman's work to be done. There is no honor greater than 
this: to serve in the most momentous conflict of the ages. 

Arise-for the need is pressing, 
And you lie dreaming on; 
Your brothers are cased in armor, 
And forth to the fight are gone. 
A place in the ranks awaits you, 
Each one has some part to play; 
The past and the future are nothing 
In the face of stern today. 
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